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The Wonderful Variety of Nature!
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Nature: What are its fundamental elements?!

MENDELEEV  (19th  century) !
Periodic Table:!

>100 basic elements!
Organised according to their 

chemical properties!
+ Pauli’s Exclusion Principle 

gives Chemistry!

EMPEDOCLES 
(492-432 B.C.) !

4 basic elements!
+!

Other Ancients!
Chinese!
Indian!

Philosophy! Classical 
Mechanics!

BOHR, 
RUTHERFORD!

(beg 20th century) !
2 basic elements: 
electron, nucleus!

Quantum 
Mechanics!

4!Eton '12 tsv!



Forces: a history of unification!

Apples fall to earth!
Planets orbit sun!
Moons orbit planets!

Electricity!
Magnetism!
Optics!

Radioactive decays!
Sun !

Atomic nucleus!
Nuclear energy !

! !!

}!Newton’s Universal!
Law of Gravity!

}!Electromagnetism!
Maxwell’s Equations!}!Electroweak!

Interaction!
Glashow,Salam,Weinberg!}!Weak force!

Strong force !}!
FoI'13-tsv! 5!
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Unfinished Business from Last Century!

December 1999!Can Physics !
Be Unified ?!

Can Aging !
Be Postponed ?!

What Secrets!
Do Genes Hold ?!

How Was the!
Universe Born ?!

How Does the!
Mind Work ?!

Can Robots !
Be Intelligent ?!

Is There Life!
In Outer Space?!

How Much Do We!
Change the Climate?!
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Mass, Energy, Distance, Temperature and Time!

These are related quantities!

In particle physics the unit of energy is the electron volt.!
1 electron volt (eV) = Energy gained by an electron in passing through a voltage 
difference of 1 V!

Energy and Mass : !E=mc2 !c=3.108 m/s !speed of light!
Energy and Temp. !E=kT !k=10-4 eV K-1 !Boltzmann’s constant !
Energy and Length !E=hc/λ !h=4.10-15 eV s !Planck’s constant!

Mass of electron !0.5 million eV (MeV)!
Mass of proton! !1 Giga eV (GeV)!

1 eV ~ 10,000 K !1 GeV ~ 1 femtometre (fm) = 10-15m (size of a proton)!



Particle Physics!

Aims to answer the two following questions:!

What are the elementary constituents that make up our 
universe?!

What are the forces that control their behaviour at the most 
basic level?!

Particle physics is a modern name for centuries old 
effort to understand the laws of nature	


E. Witten!

FoI'13-tsv! 8!
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Fundamental Constituents of Matter I!

X?!
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Constituents of Matter: Atoms!

Crystal of common salt (NaCl)!
Atoms of sodium and chlorine 
arranged in a periodic structure!

Can individual atoms be seen?!
Yes, using electron microscopes !!

sodium!chlorine!

hexa-deca-chloro-copper-phthalocyanin molecule!
Cl!

Cu!
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Constituents of Matter: Nuclear Atom!

E. Rutherford (1909) Nuclear Atom!
Experiment: Fire a-particles at a thin gold foil!
Results: Most as went straight through, BUT a few were strongly deflected AND some 
even ricocheted off backwards (1 in 20,000)!
“It was as though you had fired a 15” shell at a piece of tissue paper and it had bounced 
back and hit you”!

Conclusion!
Most of the atom is 
empty, but deep inside is 
a tiny central nucleus 
where most of the mass 
is concentrated!
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Constituents of Matter: Quarks in Nucleons!

Friedman, Kendall and Taylor (late 1960s): Quarks in protons and neutrons!
Experiment: Fire high energy electrons on Liq. H target (electron-proton scattering)!
Results: electrons scattered at large angles!

Conclusion!
Electrons ricocheted of hard point-
like objects inside the proton. 
Results indicated that proton 
contained quarks (charged) and 
gluons (neutral) !!
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Size of Things!
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Power of a Microscope!



Matter and Forces !

To remove an 
electron from an 

atom need !
~10 eV !
	 10 × !

To remove a 
proton from a 
nucleus need !

~10 MeV 	 
~10	 million × !

All known forces in the world can be !
attributed to these four interactions!FoI'13-tsv!

Energy of the LHC equivalent to 5 
trillion batteries! 15!
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How are Forces ‘Felt’!
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Features of Fundamental Forces!

Ratio of electrical to gravitational force between two protons is ~ 1038 !!!
Can such different forces have the same origin ??!

Interaction  !Exchanged   !Range   !Relative  !Examples!
! !quantum !(m) !Strength !in nature!
! !(source ch)!

Strong !gluon !10-15 !1 !proton (quarks)!
! !colour!

Electromagnetic !photon !!∞ 	
<10-2 	
atoms !
! !electric!

Weak !W, Z !<10-17 !10-5 !radioactivity!
! !hypercharge!

Gravity !graviton ? !!∞ !10-38 !solar system!
! !mass!

What characterizes a force ?  Strength, range and source charge of the field.!



Particle Physics!

FoI'13-tsv!

Aims to answer the two following questions:!

What are the elementary constituents that make up our universe?!

What are the forces that control their behaviour at the most basic level?!

Particle physics is a modern name for centuries old effort to 
understand the laws of nature	


Experimentally:!
1.  Make particles interact and study the products of the interaction!

2.  Measure the energy, direction and type of the products as accurately as 
possible!

3.  Reconstruct what happened during the collision!

18!



A proton-proton Collision at the LHC!

FoI'13-tsv! 19!



Particle Accelerators!
accelerate particles to extremely high energies.!

de Broglie!

iii)  Look deeper into Nature (E α 1/size), 
(look deeper “powerful microscopes”) ! Einstein!

ii) !Discover new particles with high(er) 
mass (E = mc2)!

Boltzmann!

High energies allow us to !

i)   Study the young universe (E= kT) 
Revisit the earlier moments of our ancestral universe  
(look further back in time “powerful telescopes”) !

Observe phenomena and particles normally no longer 
observable in our everyday experience.!

All in a controlled way - “in the laboratory”!
FoI'13-tsv! 20!



Brief History of Our Universe!
proton-proton collisions at the LHC 

correspond to conditions here (<< 1ns)!

Heavy-ion collisions at the LHC correspond 
to conditions here (<1 us)!FoI'13-tsv!

Planck!

21!



Discovery of Dozens of Particles!!

FoI'13-tsv!

€ 

(qq )

€ 

composites

€ 

fundamental 
spin -1 boson

Over the last 100 years physicists discovered dozens of “elementary 
particles”; most turned out not to be elementary!!

Lesson from Mendeleev’s periodic table:!
Explanation lay in inner structure to atoms (electrons & nuclei)!

Combination of Quantum Mechanics, Special Theory of Relativity and the 
discovery of all the new particles led to the!

Standard Model (Theory) of Particle Physics!
22!



The Standard Model of Particle Physics!
M

at
te

r p
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s! Force particles!

The new (final?) “Periodic Table” !
of fundamental elements!

FoI'13-tsv!

Quantum Field Theories of !
3 of the 4 fundamental interactions!

•  Building blocks of matter are fermions - 6 quarks and 6 leptons!
•  Normal matter is made of the first family of fermions.  
Why are there three families?!
•  Forces (strong nuclear, electromagnetic, weak nuclear) are carried by 
exchange of bosons (gluons, photons, weak bosons)!

23!



Some of the Physics Questions  
from early 1990’s!

The Standard Model is incomplete when probed at the LHC. !
Origin of mass !
“Why is there something rather than nothing?” (Leibnitz 1697)!

FoI'13-tsv!

Even if the Higgs boson is found, all is not completely well with 
ONLY the Standard Model. Why should we have found it?!
A possible solution is to postulate a new symmetry,        
Supersymmetry – Relate matter particles to force particles!  
Could allow understanding of the composition dark matter.!

Why is there no anti-matter around?!
Unification: How can gravity be incorporated into the SM? !
    Do we live in more than 3 space dimensions?   
    Superstrings? Find a pathway to a unified theory?!

Surprises: Most expect new physics but in what form?!
24!



Mass gives our Universe substance!!

To Newton: !F= ma, w = mg!
To Einstein: E = mc2!

! !Mass curves space-time!

All of this is correct.!
But how do fundamental objects become massive?!
Simplest theory – all fundamental particles are massless !!!

A bold intellectual conjecture (1964): a field pervades our entire 
universe. Particles interacting with this field acquire mass, the 
stronger the interaction the larger the mass!

The field is a quantum field – its quantum is the Higgs boson. 
Finding the Higgs boson establishes the existence of this field.  !

FoI'13-tsv! 25!



Almost 50 years ago – the seminal papers!

Barcelona'13 tsv!

The Intellectual Conjecture: First references in  ATLAS/CMS Discovery papers!

These papers on the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism (that 
could give mass to fundamental particles) attracted very little attention 
at the time. The boson attracted even less interest (T. Kibble, 2011)!

Kibble! Guralnik! Hagen! Englert! Brout! Higgs!
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In 1973 a key prediction of the e-w theory, the existence of neutral current 
interactions — those mediated by Z0 — was confirmed at CERN.!

Salam and Weinberg speculated that their theory was renormalizable 
(mathematically does not give nonsense).   
This was proven in 1971 (by Gerard ’t Hooft & Tini Veltman)!

Further Theoretical and Experimental Developments!
1967: Unified model of weak and electromagnetic interactions  
(S. Glashow, A. Salam and S. Weinberg). !

In 1983 the W and Z particles were discovered at CERN (UA1 and UA2)!
then the Higgs boson became the last important missing piece of SM!!



Timeline of the LHC Project!

Barcelona'13 tsv!

1984   !Workshop on a Large Hadron Collider in the LEP tunnel, Lausanne!
1987   !Rubbia “Long-Range Planning Committee” recommends  

      Large Hadron Collider as the right choice for CERN’s future!
1990       ECFA LHC Workshop, Aachen, Germany!

1992 !General Meeting on LHC Physics and Detectors, Evian les Bains!
1993 !Letters of Intent (ATLAS and CMS selected by LHCC)!
1994   !Technical Proposals Approved!
1996 !Approval to move to Construction (materials cost of 475 MCHF)!
1998       Memorandum of Understanding for Construction Signed!

1998  !Construction Begins (after approval of Technical Design Reports)!
2000 !ATLAS and CMS assembly begins above ground. LEP closes!
2008 !ATLAS & CMS ready for First LHC Beams!
2009 !First proton-proton collisions!
2012 !A new heavy boson discovered with mass ~125 × mass of proton!



This Study Requires…….!
1. Accelerators : powerful machines 
that accelerate particles to extremely 
high energies and bring them into 
collision with other particles!
2. Detectors : gigantic instruments 
that record the resulting particles as 
they “stream” out from the point of 
collision.!
3. Computing : to collect, store, 
distribute and analyse the vast 
amount of data produced by these 
detectors!

4. Collaborative Science on a 
worldwide scale: thousands of 
scientists, engineers, technicians and 
support staff to design, build and 
operate these complex “machines”.!

FoI'13-tsv! 29!
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Particle Accelerators I!
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Protons are accelerated by powerful 
electric fields to very (very) close to the 
speed of light (superconducting r.f. 
cavities)!
And are guided around their circular 
orbits by powerful superconducting 
dipole magnets. 

The LHC Accelerator!

The dipole magnets operate at 8.3 Tesla 
(200’000 x Earth’s magnetic field) & 
1.9K (-271°C) in superfluid helium.!
Protons travel in a tube which is under 
a better vacuum, and at a lower 
temperature, than that found in inter-
planetary  space. 



Kicks!

Eton '12 tsv! 32!

Superconducting radio-frequency cavities 
Protons “surf” the electromagnetic waves! And are accelerated. 



The LHC Dipole Superconducting Magnet!

Eton '12 tsv! 33!

Superconducting dipole magnets are 
cooled down in a bath of  ~120 tons of  
superfluid helium: a very interesting 

engineering material 
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Collisions at the LHC!



A proton-proton Collision at the LHC!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 35!
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Particle Detection!

To detect particles energy must be transferred to the detecting medium!

Energy Loss if Charged Particles!
Lose energy via interactions of virtual photons with atomic electrons!

Can consider the medium as consisting of a gas of electrons!

The energy transferred to the electrons causes them to be !
ejected from the parent atom (ionization) or to be !
excited to a higher energy state (excitation)!

Particle detection is based on one or both of these processes!

Virtual photon	


Charged !
particle!

atom!
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Can we “see” the Particles? Bubble Chambers!
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Particle Detectors: Ionisation!

Silicon Detector!300µm!

Electric field close to the thin wire is 
sufficiently high for the electrons to 
gain enough energy to ionise further!
-> exponential increase in e-ion pairs. !

€ 

E(r) =  CV0

2πε 0
 1
r

V (r) =  CV0

2πε 0
 ln r

a

Charged Particles!
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Particle Detectors: Excitation!

25cm!

2cm!

Lead Tungstate!

Electron shower!
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A ‘Typical’ HEP Detector!



20 Years ago: The design of ATLAS and CMS 
SM Higgs Boson was used as a Physics Benchmark  

Barcelona'13 tsv!

Natural Width   0.01               1          10             100   GeV 

Transparency!
from the 90’s!

Theory does not predict mH!
The favourable decay modes change with mass!
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Experimental and Technological Challenge!

1 billion proton-proton interactions per second!
Bunches, each containing 100 billion protons, cross 40 million times a 
second in the centre of each experiment!

 Large Particle Fluxes!
!~ thousands of particles stream into the detector every 25 ns!

  ! large number of channels (~ 100 M ch) !
!       ~ 1 MB/25ns i.e. 40 TB generated per second !!

 High Radiation Levels!
!  radiation hard (tolerant) detectors and electronics!

Extreme requirements in several domains!
Limited budgets! !

Looked at what existed, innovated and automated to drive costs down!

In 1980’s: “we think we know how to build a high energy, high luminosity 
hadron collider – we don’t have the technology to build a detector for it”!



The LHC Four Experiments have also Performed Well!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 43!



Measuring & Identifying Particles!

FoI'13-tsv! 44!



Particles that are detected in an HEP Detector!

Eton '12 tsv! 45!

Any new particles will manifest themselves through known particles!

Photons!
Electrons!
Muons!

Quarks and gluons !
collimated bunches of long-lived 
or stable particles labeled “jets” !

Taus!
Highly collimated low multiplicity 

jets!



Particles that are detected in an HEP Detector!

Eton '12 tsv! 46!

Any new particles will manifest themselves as known particles!

And Neutrinos !!

W → e ν	


In hadron colliders the initial 
momentum of colliding partons 
is not known. However the 
momentum transverse to the 
beam is ZERO.!

Any net momentum transverse 
to the beam indicates “missing 
transverse energy” !
(masses << energy)!

Significant missing transverse 
energy is indicative of “non-
interacting” particles such as 
neutrinos or LSP.!
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The Construction !
of the LHC Detectors!
(primarily ATLAS & CMS)!
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Construction of the ATLAS Detector!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



CMS Concept to Data Taking – took 18 Years!!

CMS cut in mid-plane!

3000 scientists from 40 countries!
800 Ph. D. Students!!

Silicon Tracker!

Scintillating 
Crystals!

Brass plastic 
scintillator!

Gas ionization 
chambers! Barcelona'13 tsv!



An Example of the Challenges !

Barcelona'13 tsv!

Design and Construction of the 2nd Layer!
The Electromagnetic Calorimeters!

Driving Physics Design Goal !
Measure the energies of electrons and photons from !

a decay of the Higgs boson !
to a precision of ≤ 0.5%.!



ATLAS Electromagnetic Calorimeter!
From Concept to the Liquid Argon Calorimeter!

•  a very stable and radiation hard detector!
•  easy to calibrate!
•  a lot of freedom in spatial granularity!
•  difficult to construct… cryogenics!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



First prototype 1990 

ATLAS Electromagnetic Calorimeter!
From Concept to the Liquid Argon Calorimeter!

Construction 1998 

Installation 2004 

Barcelona'13 tsv!



CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter: 
Lead Tungstate Scintillating Crystals!

Total 36 Supermodules  
Barcelona'13 tsv!



CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter: 
15 years from Concept - Installation!

Jul 2007!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



Cables, Pipes and Optical Fibres !!
Nov 2007!

Took 50’000 man hours!
Barcelona'13 tsv!



CMS Detector Closed!

Barcelona'13 tsv!
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CMS sits 100m Underground !!



Operation of an LHC Experiment!
Analogy: 3D digital camera with 100 Mpix!
40 million pictures per sec (which correspond to the 

happenings during the first ~1/10 of a billionth of a second 
after the Big Bang)!
Information: 10,000 encyclopedias per second!

First selection of photographs: 100,000 / sec!
Each is up to ~ 1MB !

And gets analyzed on a process farm with ~ 50000 CPU cores!
Every second, record [store permanently] the best ~500 of 

these pictures!
~ 10 million GB/year (3 million DVDs/year)!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid!

The World Wide Web 
(invented at CERN) provides 
seamless access to 
information that is stored in 
many millions of different 
geographical locations 

The Grid is an infrastructure 
that provides seamless 
access to computing power 
and data storage capacity 
distributed over the globe 

The Grid unites computing resources of particle physics 
institutions around the world!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



Fundamental Research Drives and Needs 
Innovation e.g. the WorldWideWeb!

Barcelona'13 tsv!
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Pathways of Innovation!

Dirac’s Equation!
a most beautiful equation of physics!

Radionuclides used in PET scanning are produced by accelerators in 
hospitals – glucose labeled with positron emitters e.g. Fluorine 18.!
PET cameras today use APDs (and Si PMs) and heavy scintillating 
crystals and starting to be combined with MRI scanner (s.c. magnets).!

The scientific basis for all medical imaging (functional & physiological) 
are steeped in nuclear/particle physics!

1928: description of electrons consistent with Einstein’s special theory of 
relativity and quantum mechanics!
Dirac predicted the existence of anti-particles (e.g. positron - basis of 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET))  
and explained spin (basis of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI))!

1932: Operation of first cyclotron , the anti-electron (positron) discovered !

€ 

i∂ψ
∂t

= (−iα .∇ + βm)ψ
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3000 scientists !
   including 1000 students!
38 countries!
174 universities and labs!



Going to the Science!

We can only claim signals of new physics after having!
 made measurements of already known physics that are!

 consistent with the precise predictions !
of the Standard Model. !

Barcelona'13 tsv!

1. Do the experiments perform as designed?!
2. Is known physics correctly observed?!

3. Then look for new physics!



1. A Z boson decaying into µ+ µ- pair!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



1. Performance of Experiments e.g. CMS!

Di-muons!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



Heavy Ions: Pb-Pb Collisions!

T. Virdee, CERN, Jul'13! 67!



Collective Effects!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 68!

•  Higher Harmonics arise from fluctuations in the initial nucleon distribution.!
•  The existence of high moment – indication of perfect fluid being formed.!
• Structures in the di-hadron distributions, aka “ridge” and “cone”, probably can be 
explained by v2-v6 plus a momentum conservation term v1.!

ALICE: Phys Lett B708 (2012) 249!

High Multiplicity!

 pp!

 pPb!

 PbPb!



Deconfinement: Suppression in the Upsilon Family!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 69!

pp! PbPb!

•  RAA(1S) = 0.56±0.11, RAA(2S) = 0.12±0.04, RAA(1S) = 0.03±0.04 !
•  Excited states ϒ(2S,3S) relative to ϒ(1S) are suppressed.!
• QCD predicts Y(nS) states melt at 1.2 Tc (3S), 1.6 Tc (2S), and above 4 Tc 
(1S).!

PRL.109(2012)222301!

Tc ~ 150 MeV!



Energy Loss by Partons in a Dense Medium!

70!ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv!

•  Fragmentation of quarks and gluons 
into jets is strongly modified as they 
traverse the quark-gluon medium 
created in head-on (central) high 
energy Pb-Pb collisions - labeled “jet 
quenching”. !

•  Such effects were observed in at 
RHIC for single particle spectra and 
particle correlations.!

•  At the LHC one can fully reconstruct 
the jets! !



Peripheral:40-100%!

“Jet Quenching”: ATLAS!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 71!Semi-central: 20-40%!More-central: 10-20%!Central: 0-10%!

   Fragmentation pattern independent of 
energy lost in medium!
  Consistent with strong out of cone 
energy loss and fragmentation of the 
parton remnant as if in vacuum!



Summary of Heavy Ions Results on 
Modification!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 72!

Unmodified probes (isolated photons, Z and W bosons) validate and confirm some of the tools used 
(Ncoll) !
Detailed results on jet quenching, jet fragmentation, inclusive jet production, jet flavour dependence!
… in PbPb and in pPb – good input for models.!

Strong suppression for hadrons and quarkonia, latter depending on strength 
of quarkonium binding!
No suppression for photons, Z or W bosons!



2. Physics Commissioning!

ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv! 73!

Standard Model at 7 and 8 TeV!

Soft QCD (minimum bias, underlying event, “ridge”, ..)!
Production of Jets, b’s, prompt photons, J/ψ, Y, ….!
W, Z production,!
Top production,!
…. !
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Heavy Flavour Physics!

LHCb: NJP 15(2013)053021!ΔmS = 17.768±0.023(stat)±0.006(syst) ps-1 !
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LHCb Physics!
•  LHCb is designed to search for New Physics through indirect effects on 

charm and beauty decays via virtual production in loop diagrams: 

•  Such an indirect approach can be very powerful:  
e.g.  B0–B0 mixing discovered at ARGUS (1987)  
 →  top quark unexpectedly heavy: m(t) > 50 GeV/c2!

•  Key topics for LHCb include:  check whether CP violation is due to a single 
phase in the quark mixing (CKM) matrix, as in the Standard Model!
!Study rare decays:  FCNC decays (e.g. Bs → µ+µ-) are strongly suppressed 
in SM, may be enhanced by Supersymmetry, or other new physics!

e+e- →ϒ(4S) → B0B0!
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SM 	


In Standard Model:!
B(Bd → μ μ) = (0.10 ± 0.01)×10–9!
B(Bs → μ μ) = (3.2 ± 0.2)×10–9   !

MSSM	

+NP?!

Bd,s → μμ the super-rare loop 
decay !

Sensitive to New Physics, can be strongly 
enhanced in SUSY with scalar H exchange!

Sensitive probe for MSSM with large tanβ:  
B(BS→μ+μ-)  ~  tan6β / MA

4!
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LHCb: PRL 110(2103)021801!

[A.J.Buras: arXiv:1012.1447]!



The Hard Scatter!

77!

Jet Algorithm!
Anti-kT, R=0.5!

Isolation!
ET,pT < thresh in cone!

ΔR ~ 0.3!

Typical of hard scatter!
e, µ, γ : ET > 20 GeV!
Jets: ET > 20 GeV!

HT - scalar sum of ET of all jets with e.g. PT > 30 GeV/c!
ST - scalar sum of ET of N individual objects (jets, e, µ, γ ) with e.g. ET > 50 
GeV/c!Transverse Mass, 

MT = 2ET
µET

miss (1− cosΔφe,miss ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv!
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A Multi-Jet Event!
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Checking the Predictions of the SM: QCD!
Inclusive Jet Cross-section at LHC (√s=8 TeV)!

CMS-SMP-PAS- 12-012!

NLO QCD describes data over ~10 orders of magnitude!!
Starting to constrain PDFs!

5 more rapidity 
ranges and 4 other 

pdf sets!
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Checking the Predictions of the SM: QCD 
Inclusive Jet Ratios and αS!

αS(MZ)=0.1148±0.0014(exp)±0.0018(PDF)!
                                                        +0.0050(scale)!
                                                        −0.0000!

Asymptotic freedom !
Coupling “constants” run!

CMS: arXiv 1304.7498v1 !



2. Standard Model – Electroweak Interaction!
Production of Mediators of the Weak Force!

(W and Z bosons)!

Barcelona'13 tsv!

W → e ν	


1 in 10 million pp interactions produces a W → e ν	




Z and W production!

Z peak (di-lepton pair mass distributions) 

82!ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv!

µ with pT>20 GeV, ET
miss>25 GeV!

W transverse mass 



W/Z Cross-section Measurement!

83!ESHEP, Hungary'13 tsv!

CMS: JHEP 1110(2011)132!
ATLAS: JHEP 1012(2010) 060!
CMS-PAS-SMP-12-011!

Good agreement with NNLO QCD at 7 and 8 TeV!
Cross sections measured to ~ 2%* !
(*luminosity excluded)!



 2. Standard Model (Electroweak) Measurements !

Barcelona'13 tsv!



Known physics is measured as predicted!
Searches beyond known physics!
1. Search for the Higgs boson!
2. Search for physics beyond the SM!

!Supersymmetry!
!Extra Dimensions!
!Unexpected physics?!

Barcelona'13 tsv!



Search for the Higgs boson!

FoI'13-tsv!

In the Standard Model once the  
Higgs boson mass is known  

all other properties are precisely predicted 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So, how do we look for the Higgs boson?!

Higgs lifetime (125 GeV): 10–22 s!
So decay immediately!
Will only see decay products!

Higgs couples to mass:!
Coupling to fermions ~ (Mf/v)2!

Suitable at LHC!

Coupling to bosons   ~ (MV/v)4!
Suitable at LHC:!
Special Case:!

€ 

H →bb ,  H →τ +τ−

€ 

H →ZZ,  H →W +W −

€ 

H →γγ
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€ 

H →bb ,  H →τ +τ−

€ 

H →ZZ →4l

€ 

H →γγ

60%        10%     1/1000      1/10’000!



Search for the SM Higgs Boson!
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For a given Higgs boson mass hypothesis, the sensitivity of the 
search depends on: !
-  its mass!
-  how many are produced (production cross section), !
-  what fraction decay into the chosen state seen in the detector 
(decay branching fraction)!
-  the signal selection efficiency, !
-  the Higgs boson mass resolution, and !
-  the level of backgrounds with the same or a similar final state.!

Each experiment has examined 2000 trillion pp collisions!
And potentially produced !

~ 600k SM Higgs bosons (mH=125 GeV)!
(Integrated Luminosity~5 fb-1 at √s=7TeV and ~ 20fb-1 at √s=8TeV)  !
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So, where is the Higgs boson?!
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Decays into 2 Photons (H→ 2γ)!
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Expect!
450 events!
S/B ~ 3%!



Decays into 2 Z bosons (H→ ZZ(*)!
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H→ ZZ(*) → 2µ2e!
Candidate!
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Expect!
20 events!
S/B ~ 1.5!



July 4th 2012: discovery of a boson with mass ~ 125 GeV!
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July 4th: Putting it all together!
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ATLAS combined local significance!
Expected:  5.0σ!
Observed: 6.0σ!
At a mass of 126.5 ± 0.6 GeV!

CMS combined local significance!
Expected:  5.8σ!
Observed: 5.0σ!
At a mass of 125.3 ± 0.6 GeV!

ATLAS and CMS independently discovered a new heavy 
boson at the same mass !

Published in August 2012!
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And thus was born, on July 4th 2012, !
“a new boson”!

it decays to two bosons  
(two γ; two Z; two W)  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Preliminary Results from the Full Dataset!
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CMS: H→ 4l  Channel!

Significance! Exp! Obs!
ATLAS! 4.4 σ	
 6.6 σ	

CMS! 6.7 σ! 7.2 σ	


ATLAS: H→ 2γ Channel!

Sign/Exp! Exp! Obs!
ATLAS! 4.1 σ	
 7.1 σ	

CMS! 4.2 σ! 3.2 σ	




Putting All Measurements Together!
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Decays into Different Modes!
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CMS : 0.80 ± 0.14!
Comparison with the predictions of the SM: µ = σ/σSM!

ATLAS: 1.30 ± 0.20!

mH= 125.7 ± 0.4 GeV! mH=125.5 ± 0.5 GeV!
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The Properties: Are they as Expected in the SM? 
Couplings!
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σ.BR/(σ.BR)SM !
are consistent with 1!
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The Properties: Spin!
ATLAS: H→ WW→2l 2ν !

Combine several variables in a !
multivariate discriminant !
(boosted decision tree)!

mll, pT
ll,Δφll, mT!

Data compatible with 0+ hypothesis!
2+ (graviton-like scenario excluded!

at 99% CL if qq and 95% if gg priduction!



What is its spin? Evidence pointing to spin 0+ (SM ✓) !

Is it elementary or composite?!
No significant deviations from Standard Model!

Does it couple to particle masses according to SM prdiction 
(~Mf

2/v2, ~MV
4/v2) ?!

Evidence that it does (SM ✓) !

Any non-standard couplings?!
Evidence is consistent with SM.!

Is it alone? Looking.!

Summary of the Measurement of Properties!

We have found A Higgs boson!



So is this it? 

What about new physics? 

In a world of a SM Higgs boson, is there any 
room for new physics? 

We believe there must be new physics  

Some real and some virtual reasons to believe in 
new physics 

Real reasons: dark matter & ν masses 
Virtual reasons: naturalness!
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This Higgs boson appears to be a NEW type of fundamental 
particle (with spin 0).!

The mass of such particles receives very large !
quantum modifications, so much so, that !

it is surprising we have found it. !

We can only deduce that there must be NEW physics. !



Dark Matter!

Dark (invisible) matter!!
Interacts gravitationally but does not shine!

Rotation of stars w.r.t galactic centre!

What is dark matter?!
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New Physics: Some Conjectures!

A conjecture for NEW physics, supersymmetry (SUSY)!

Relates matter particles and force particles. !

SUSY predicts the existence of a partner for every known SM particle  
with spin differing by half a unit and 5 Higgs bosons!!

Supersymmetry!

Number of space-time dimensions determines the observed form of a force!
Tell-tale signs are new heavy Z-like particles.!

Extra Dimensions!
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The lightest particle of this species is a candidate for dark matter!

Can gravity be unified with the other forces? Supersymmetry helps.!
Superstring Theory!
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Outlook for the LHC!
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Outlook for the LHC!
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2015 and beyond: !
LHC will move to the design energy (~14 TeV)!
Elucidate the detailed nature of the new boson!
Search for Dark Matter (SUSY) (mass scale up to 3.0 TeV)!
Search for conjectured new physics  
  Why is mH so low? Supersymmetry? Extra Dimensions?, Mass reach for 
objects with mass up to 4.0 TeV!
Look for the unexpected!

2012-2013: !
Current LHC pp run ended in Dec: ~ 23 fb-1 at 8 TeV delivered!
Measurement of the properties of this new particle.!
Final “legacy” results from the full dataset – 2nd half-2013!

Does the new boson behave exactly like the SM Higgs 
boson? Current precision is insufficient.  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The LHC and the Dark Side of the Universe!
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Dark Matter!

Gasesous Matter!

Dark Matter appears to be made of weakly 
interacting massive particles.!

Lightest SUSY particle has these properties ! !

WMAP!

Simulation  Closed Flat  Open!

Dark Energy?!
One conjecture: remnant of 

some elementary scalar field 
analagous to the Higgs field?!

PLANCK!
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Summary!
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We seem to have discovered a particle sans precedent!
Likely to have far-reaching consequences on our thinking about Nature. !

For the first time we would have detected a fundamental scalar field!!

Opens a window on physics beyond the Standard Model!

The most exciting part of this incredible journey has started 
Physics exploitation of the LHC is likely to continue for 2 

more decades!!

After twenty years of design, construction we are in the 2nd half of the 
journey - that of extraction of the science. !
The accelerator and the experiments operated very well.!
The LHC experiments became physics producing engines! Numerous 
measurements have been made at a new energy frontier!
A Higgs boson has been found indicating the coronation of the Standard 
Model (Theory) of particle physics.!
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Summary II!
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The discovery is a triumph for science: a 50-year scientific and 
technological endeavour that is a tribute to human ingenuity and 
collaboration!
-  all the theorists who have carried out detailed calculations of the many 
processes (including precise predictions for known physics),!
-  all the accelerator builders and operations teams, !
-  all the technicians, engineers and the experimental physicists, !

To me there has never been a 
higher source of earthly honour or 

distinction than that connected 
with advances in science. !

Sir Isaac Newton!
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